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Inside Track
UN Demands Youth Impose “Masterplan for Humanity”
United Nations General Assembly President Peter Thomson has started referring to the UN Agenda
2030 “Sustainable Development Goals,” or SDGs, as the “masterplan for humanity.” Speaking to a UN
summit for “youth” on January 30, top UN leaders all demanded that children worldwide be
indoctrinated and conscripted to help impose the UN’s extreme vision on humanity. But as awareness of
the UN plot grows, criticism is growing in tandem.

The totalitarian global plan has also been referred to by top UN officials as the world’s “Declaration of
Interdependence,” with the UN being touted as the (unelected) “Parliament of Humanity.” Dictators
and even genocidal mass-murderers around the world continue to express delight about the plot,
expecting massive subsidies for their regimes from Western taxpayers under the UN scheme. The mass-
murdering Communist Chinese dictatorship even boasted of its “crucial role” in creating Agenda 2030.

The first time Thomson publicly used the phrase “masterplan for humanity” in reference to the UN
SDGs appears to have been at a November 2016 briefing for UN member states. “The 2030 Agenda
presents the world with what I have termed a ‘masterplan for humanity’ to achieve a sustainable way of
life on this planet,” he explained, with “sustainable development” serving as code language among
establishment globalists, communists, and other tyrants for planetary economic controls, population
reduction, global governance, pseudo-environmentalism, wealth redistribution, and technocratic rule.

If President Donald Trump’s early efforts offer any indication of his plans, however, the UN Agenda
2030, far from being a “masterplan for humanity,” may already be a failed scheme. And even without
Trump, the U.S. Senate has not ratified the proposed global regime, as required by the U.S.
Constitution for all treaties. The chances of it being approved by the Senate for the foreseeable future
are essentially zero. And without all the wealth from U.S. taxpayers promised to Third World dictators
and regimes in exchange for their cooperation with UN Agenda 2030, the rest of the planet is also likely
to be spared from the totalitarian vision outlined in the UN document.

Annual March for Life Energized by Pro-life Administration
With a new and growing energy, the annual March for Life lifted its voice in defense of the unborn once
again in Washington, D.C., on January 27.

This year saw a hopeful shift in the attitude of the participants. Whereas in previous years, the march,
and its cause, received very little attention from the media or the White House, this year’s event proved
different — historically so.

For the first time since the founding of the March for Life, a sitting vice president attended — and
spoke at — the rally, and considerably more mainstream media were on site to cover the event than in
previous years.

As Vice President Mike Pence addressed the excited and expectant onlookers, he assured them that
“life is winning again in America.” Presidential advisor Kellyanne Conway assured the pro-lifers, “We
hear you. We see you. We respect you. And we look forward to working with you.”

Another speaker at the rally was Bishop Vincent Matthews, Jr., president of the Church of God in Christ
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World Missions, and an advocate for adoption in African-American communities. Addressing the fact
that the abortion industry giant Planned Parenthood targets minority communities to place their
facilities, he passionately asserted, “I stand here as three people. I’m a Christian, I’m a bishop in the
Church of God in Christ, but — it’s obvious — I’m a black man. Yeah, that’s the elephant in the room….
My people are being hunted like animals. People cry for Harambe [a gorilla that was shot when a child
fell into its cage], but they have no love for us as we’re being killed every day. Enough is enough!”

This year’s March for Life has connected like-minded individuals not only to one another, but seemingly
also to their elected officials. There is room for cautious optimism, as the political winds seem to be
shifting in favor of life. Time will tell if the newly birthed expectations of the pro-life movement are
validated.

Catholics Ask Trump to Probe Soros-Obama-Clinton
Conspiracy
Did billionaire speculator George Soros, President Barack Obama, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton,
Vice President Joe Biden, and Obama/Clinton advisor John Podesta conspire to overthrow the
conservative Pope Benedict XVI and replace him with a radical, Pope Francis?

A group of respected Catholic lay leaders, including Michael J. Matt, editor of the Catholic
newspaper/weblog The Remnant, and Christopher A. Ferrara, author, attorney, and president of the
American Catholic Lawyers Association, Inc., have sent a letter to President Donald Trump urging him
to launch an official investigation into the activities of the above-mentioned individuals (and others) who
appear to have been involved in this alleged Vatican coup. They cite eight specific questions they seek
to have answered concerning suspect events that led to the resignation of Pope Benedict, the first such
papal abdication in 700 years. “Specifically, we have reason to believe that a Vatican ‘regime change’
was engineered by the Obama administration,” say the petitioners, in their January 20 letter to
President Trump.

“We were alarmed to discover,” the letter notes, “that, during the third year of the first term of the
Obama administration your previous opponent, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and other
government officials with whom she associated proposed a Catholic ‘revolution’ in which the final
demise of what was left of the Catholic Church in America would be realized.” The letter includes
footnote links that take the reader to documents and news stories underscoring their charges and
pointed questions. It first directs attention to the Soros-Clinton-Podesta e-mails disclosed last year by
WikiLeaks, in which Podesta and other “progressives” discussed ending the “middle ages dictatorship”
in the Catholic Church.

The investigation that the concerned Catholics are requesting of President Trump should be of interest
to more than just Catholics. The alleged conspirators, and the world government movement they
represent will, if successful, wreak unimaginable havoc and devastation upon the entire planet. The
investigation — and prosecutions — cannot begin too soon.

European Anti-globalists Join Forces to Take Back Countries
Emboldened by the British “Brexit” vote to leave the European Union and President Donald Trump’s
historic victory over the globalist establishment, European political leaders opposed to globalism and
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the establishment met in Koblenz, Germany, on January 21 to cement their alliance and plan for
potential victories in the months ahead. The gathering, organized by the pro-sovereignty “Europe of
Nations and Freedom” alliance, featured senior leaders in the anti-establishment movement from across
the continent.

One of the stars of the show was Marine Le Pen, leader of the anti-establishment, anti-EU, pro-national
sovereignty, pro-Big Government French National Front party. “2016 was the year the Anglo-Saxon
world woke up,” declared Le Pen, who is currently leading in French presidential polls and may well be
the next president of France. “In 2017, I am sure, the people of continental Europe will wake up. It’s no
longer a question of if, but when.”

Another key speaker at the summit was Frauke Petry, the co-leader of Germany’s relatively new pro-
freedom, pro-national sovereignty party known as Alternative for Germany (AfD). Among other
concerns, Petry slammed the avalanche of immigrants flooding into Germany, blasting the German
government for inviting “hundreds of thousands, millions, of mostly illiterate young men from a far and
partly violent culture to invade our continent.”

Dutch Freedom Party chief Geert Wilders, currently leading in the polls and potentially a future prime
minister of the Netherlands, said it was time for open-borders zealot German Chancellor Angela Merkel
to leave power. “Yesterday a new America, today Koblenz and tomorrow a new Europe,” declared
Wilders, praising the “many German patriots” in attendance and calling for them to “stand against the
new totalitarianism that threatens us today.”

As the public revolt against mass migration, open borders, and totalitarian rule sweeps across the West,
many of the anti-establishment political leaders across Europe are ahead in the polls. Whether 2017 will
truly be the year that European patriots take their countries back remains to be seen. But as more than
a few conference speakers explained, no matter what happens, the “genie is not going back in the
bottle.”
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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